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WHO
ARE 
WE?

A clothing brand, inspired by everything 
Iraqi; culture, dialect, art, history and even politics!

The brand is based in the UK and established by Iraqis for Iraqis.
The brand was first inspired to design and illustrate art and slogans in 

response to events happening in Iraq overtime.

As Iraqis being raised in Europe and living a multicultural life, it was 
difficult not to try and understand and look into Iraqi traditions and 

culture.

Living away from our homeland, we became even more devoted and 
interested in Iraq. Therefore, all designs from lioandess are created with 

all love and honesty.

All designs are designed by @ancientlioness (founder of lioandess), 
unless stated otherwise.

The brand does not follow a specific group of any kind and presents the 
customers with its only bias being IRAQ. No religious or political group. 

Just Iraq!
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LIOANDESS 
LOGO

The lioandess brand name and logo are inspired by the Iraqi lions and 
lionesses.

This is where “lio” comes from the word (male) lion and the ”ess” 
coming from the word (female) lioness.

The word “and” is shortened and used as the brand logo through an 
“N”

The “N” part is made out of a two ‘slash’ signs- representing the male 
lions and female lionesses of Mesopotamia!
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OUR
AIM
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The brand’s aim is making sure we’re able to deliver sustainable 
merchandise that one will feel happy, proud, cool, youthful when 

wearing it.

Feeling represented as an Iraqi through our designs. In addition to 
making one feel positive, powerful and empowered!

lioandess aims to be a trusted brand for Iraqis all over the world, 
bringing something for every Messo’s taste.

An aim we are privately working on is yet to be announced!



CHARITY
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The charity we’re aiming to work with, once the brand starts to make 
sales, is “The Home Gate Charity Organization” established by the great 

Dr. Siham Jarjees.

We specifically chose her and her charity, due to knowing that she’s 
a very trustworthy person. Also knowing this from having personally 

donated to some Iraqi families who are in need through her.

Trust is an important element to charities and “The Home Gate Charity 
Organization” definitely has earnt people’s trust!
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OUR
VALUES
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Our values that we hold for lioandess as an Iraqi brand is making sure 
to always be open-minded and respectful towards ideas and opinions of 

the other end.

We always work to design work that comes from love, devotion and 
honesty towards the country!

In terms of the values for our products and their materials to be 
sustainably sourced, being ethically aware.

A reliable brand that is committed to Iraq!
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OUR
VISION
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Our vision at lioandess is to give back to Iraqis and Iraq. This comes 
from one of our aims, where we would like to deliver and serve the 

country and its people in ways that could help them.

“Designed by Iraqis for Iraqis”
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BRAND
GUIDELINES
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BRANDING
CONCEPT

the branding concept for lioandess will be classic. Where “LIOANDESS” 
black and bold text will be printed repeatedly on tissue paper. The tissue 

paper will have the job of wrapping the 
merchandise including what’s included along side the merchandise- a card 
with the influencer’s name on it, a double sided card with the brand name 

and brand tagline. 

2 of each custom designed (slogan and 
illustration) stickers designed by 

@ancientlioness. An A6 card that defines the new word invented by the 
brand and a sticker of the word too. The common colours used in the 

branding of packaging are black and white- bold and classic. The launch 
will be promoted through social media platforms like Instagram and 

YouTube, possibly TikTok.
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IS THIS 
BRAND

FOR YOU?
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DEVOTED

RESPECTFUL

LOVING

OPEN-MINDED

PROUD

IRAQI
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